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Motivation

inability to preserve the 

relations between modalities 

while performing domain 

adaptation

weakness

p how to align the source and target

domains and remit domain discrepancy.

p how to align multiple modalities and

leverage multimodal information.

Key issues Traditional method

p Most existing works address these

two problems in two consecutive 

stages: multimodal alignment 

followed by domain adaptation, or 

vice versa.



OSAN: Framework

The schematic diagram of our OSAN algorithm



OSAN: Tensor-based Alignment

Objectiveness : To perform multimodal alignment, TAL aims to find pairs
of linear transformations for each modality of source and target domains to
project samples of two sets into low dimensional subspaces. During this
process, we establish an interaction between domain and modality by
maximizing a statistical measurement of covariance given a normalized
standard deviation

Motivation: perform multimodal alignment and domain adaptation at
the same time. 



OSAN: Dynamic Domain Generator

How: DDG explicitly captures commonality and
abandons the specialty of domains. By
highlighting this commonality, we make the
domain discriminator focus on commonality
rather than full information, which helps our
model learn a domain invariant common
representation space.

Significance: Samples from new domains and
raw source and target domains are fed to
domain discriminator, by which the domain
discriminator is guided by the hard label
information and well-designed soft domains.
Each sample from these soft domains explores
the intrinsic structure of data distribution from
raw domains and enriches feature patterns by
the interaction of two domains.



Experiment: Multimodal Sentiment Analysis



Experiment: Video text classification



Conclusion

p To capture the relationship between domain and modality, we propose a one-stage
alignment network, called OSAN, to associate domain and modality. In this way, a
joint domain-invariant and cross-modal representation space is learned in one stage

pWe design a TAL module to bring sufficient interactions between domains and
modalities and guide them to utilize complementary information for each other.

p To effectively bridge distinct domains, a DDG module is developed to dynamically
construct multiple new domains by combining knowledge of source and target
domains and exploring intrinsic structure of data distribution.

p Extensive experiments on two totally different tasks demonstrate the effectiveness
of our method compared to the supervised and strongly UDAmethods..
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